
 

 Brigadoon Review 

by Brian Berestecky

It's a well known fact— life changing opportunities arise when you least expect 
them. In Lerner & Loewe's Brigadoon, two American hunters stumble upon an 
undocumented, surreal little town in the middle of the Scottish highlands known 
as Brigadoon, where they come to learn a lot about themselves as well as the 
culture of others, making a life changing impact on one of them with the 
powerful theme of love. This is one of those shows that everyone's heard of; it's 
got a lot of talk, but no one ever really performs this, which is beyond me 
because this is definitely one of the most under appreciated musicals in history. 
You can be eternally thankful to CLOC for picking this show up, because it was 
a baseball that was knocked right out of the ball park. Once you accept the 
fantasy aspect that this show has written in, you're going to be lost with the 
American hunters Tommy and Jeff as well, for this show does a brilliant job at 
captivating the audience and making them feel like they, too, are experiencing 
Brigadoon with them. Featuring phenomenal leading performances as well as 
top notch artistic direction from a variety of crew workers, such as staging and 
set design, this I can already tell is going to be one of this seasons very best 
shows.
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Brigadoon is hard to write on without spoiling anything, so I'm going to say right 
now that I'm going to avoid sharing as much plot details as possible. The 
opening dialogue scene between Americans Tommy (Benjamin Dutton) and Jeff 
(Sam deSoto) lost in the highlands is reminiscent of the opening scene for the 
John Landis film, An American Werewolf in London. For anyone having seen this 
film (which I don't expect many to have), you can see these are characters stuck 
in a similar situation (minus the werewolf). The chemistry and conversation-
going is seemingly identical, and this is probably the best comparison you can 
ask for. Actors Benjamin and Sam talked to one another as if they were real 
people, you could believe the conversations they were having as they both used 
strong inflection with each line delivered. It really seemed as if they had known 
one another for a long time. Another most notable lead is a resident of 
Brigadoon named Fiona. Actress Hannah Friesen's performance as Fiona was 
just terrifyingly perfect. Every single word that came out of her mouth was 
believable, plus she easily had the best accent in the entire show as well. You 
could tell what she was thinking at every second, as her facial expressions were 
so easily read which helped the audience further understand her status quo. You 
could almost forget she was even acting, she made Fiona that real. When it 
comes to singing, she might just have the most smooth and steady voice I've 
heard in a long time. Although she's a rather small girl, she's huge in talent and I 
think I speak for the entire audience when I say that we want to see more of her 
on stage. 

Plus how could I forget Helen Knudsen as Meg Brockie? This girl was a 
package of dynamite in a corset. She never once was a bore to watch on stage. 
Huge props to her as well for being able to sing louder than the ever so 
overpowering orchestra, and being able to make a repetitive song such as "The 
Love Of My Life" entertaining and engaging throughout. The ensemble as well was 
spot on in every way possible; they sounded beautiful together when signing and 
they all did seem to be one big happy family, despite the town being split into 4 
different clans. Everyone seemed to just know each other, and when tragedy 
strikes later in the show, they all really show emotion together as one. The 
ensemble work was truly remarkable in this show. It's just I have one tiny 
problem... The accents did seem very forced most of the time, but given the fact 
that a Scottish accent is not an easy thing to master, these were very much 
acceptable. Other than that, the ensemble was perfect as can be.



Mr. Josh Warner once again strikes us all with a set worthy of a perfection 
award. His set for this show was extremely dull. Given the fact I've been to the 
Scottish highlands, I can say that they were extremely dull. The set could not 
more perfectly have captured the gloomy atmosphere that the highlands possess. 
Also, the wooden arches that stretched across the top of the stage seemed to 
make the overall performing space even smaller, thus creating a more personal 
and exclusive environment, which is exactly what the town of Brigadoon is. 
Miss Jenni Oughton's costuming was beautifully blended when it comes to 
dressing the citizens of Brigadoon, and simple but picture perfect outfits for 
Tommy and Jeff. Jacob Allen directed this production, which has a top notch 
production value and perfect execution. Everything that happened on stage 
never faltered at any time, it all kept a steady yet strong theatrical momentum 
throughout. 

With effective artistic direction, great orchestrations, and technical effects 
topped with stellar performances, CLOC's Brigadoon is without a doubt a show 
that you won't forget till the day you die. This is certainly a show I would 
recommend to anyone, because you could take a variety of things with you after 
the curtain closes. It's got powerful messages all over the place, most importantly 
about love. If you love something enough, anything is possible. There is nothing 
more powerful than the emotions a human being can feel for something that has 
strong meaning in their life. This is just one of those shows that has the potential 
to change lives if done right. CLOC's production was professional enough to 
make that sort of impact on someone. After all, when you put your heart and 
soul into something like theatre, anything is possible. The college students at 
CLOC certainly put both in at full force.

Guys and Dolls Review
by Brian Berestecky

The legendary and long Broadway show Guys & Dolls showcases the 
stereotypical comic male in a suit and the stereotypical high pitched voice female 
in a dazzling outfit (you know, the usual Frank Loesser) in a musical that deals 
with the central theme of gambling and how it can change lives for the better or 
for the worse. On July 19th, CLOC opened Guys & Dolls to a sold out 
audience. Now, an opening night is similar to that of a crapshoot(a gambling 
game featured multiple times in the show), because the dice could land the way 
you cross your fingers for, or it could cheat your hopeful expectations. CLOC 



rolled the dice with this renowned Broadway show and the outcome? Well, it 
won the crapshoot, but just barely.

There's 3 steps to rolling dice: you got the shaking in the hand, then the 
throwing, then the landing. CLOC's Guys & Dolls seemed to still be being 
thrown, spinning in midair. The pacing was rushed most of the time, slowing 
down occasionally for some tender and real moments between Sky Masterson 
(Benjamin Dutton) and Sarah Brown(Sarah Polinski). Stealing the show in 
almost every scene he was in was Sam deSoto as the impulsive Nathan Detroit; 
he created a believable and strong character that was always present. His 
performance in "Sue Me" in the second act was perfect, he really let his emotions 
flood throughout the theatre with a voice that resonated in a pitch perfect sound 
and character. Another two great mentions can go out to Zach Holden, who 
embodied himself completely in focus and character in the exciting number "Sit 
Down, You're Rockin' the Boat", giving the song total justice, as well as Robert 
Hussey giving a bona fide performance in "More I Cannot Wish You". Oh, and of 
course, Andrew Campbell is once again absolutely hilarious in his role (Big 
Jule). He's a master of comedic character voice as well as timing.

Set designer Josh Warner brings us a tacky set that suits the show perfectly. 
For Guys & Dolls, it appears to be under a bridge; a crooked bridge. Where 
would most odd dealings and crapshoots probably occur? There's a variety of 
sketchy places, but under a bridge most certainly is one of them. The bright blue 
color of the set compliments the tropics of Havana as well when it comes for a 
scenario change, too. Jenni Oughton's costume choices featured glamorous 
gowns to smashing suits but there was one problem; not one single outfit in the 
entire show seemed to match. This goes without saying that this mostly affects 
the guys. I mean, you got a blood red & tan checkered sports jacket, a solid 
yellow shirt, and a patterned gray tie? The matching may perhaps be an artistic 
touch on for a variety of reasons, however it just didn't cut it with me. 

Even though the show had its pitfalls, the odds were more so in CLOC's favor 
as the good outnumbered the bad. Guys & Dolls features a male ensemble of 
very strong characters and a mostly good female ensemble that truly sports the 
word "doll", especially the Hot Box girls who nailed their dances as well as those 
classic annoying showgirl voices(annoying in the best way possible). Would I 
tell others to see this? If they have the patience to sit through a very long show 
with a slow tempo orchestra(they still played well, but some songs were slower 



than they should be) and some dragging moments, then yes because this 
certainly is not a terrible take on the classic show. It's a hell of a lot better than 
the movie that I wasn't even able to sit the entire way through for, and 
CLOC's Guys & Dolls, despite its flaws, drew me more to liking the show 
because it did have its moments that altered my not so favorable opinion for the 
better, even if the story was played out confusingly at times(sorry to say but this 
wasn't the result of bad writing, more or a lack of prep). Once again, gambling 
with show business is a total crapshoot and there are times where the dice 
doesn't roll the way you want it to, but it doesn't completely clean you out 
because there's always another chance that you'll roll to your benefit; it's a 
probable 12 to 7.


